A database system, named GENAS (GENe Analyzing System), for computer analysis of sequence was constructed using Adbis which is a relational database management system (1). GENAS enables us to retrieve any sequence data from EMBL nucleotide sequence data library (2) and readily to analyze them (if necessary, together with private data) by various application programs in a interactive manner. Analysis of structure of replication origin of replicons was demonstrated using this system.
INTRODUCTION
Development of gene manipulation and DNA sequencing techniques caused burst of DNA base sequence data of various genes. At the end of 1982, the total number of DNA sequences published was more than one million base pairs. And it will increase at the rate of over several hundred thousand base pairs per year. Such rapid accumulation of data prompted molecular biologists to established DNA sequence database system such as European Molecular Biology Laboratory (EMBL) data library (2) , Los Alamos sequence analysis package (3) and Nucleic acid sequence database in National Biomedical Research Foundation (4) . An important point of this kind of system is that investigators can easily pick up appropriate sequence data from numerous data stored and readily analyze them to obtain available informations. We built a DNA sequence analyzing system, named GENAS(GENe Analyzing System), in The Computer Center of Kyushu University.
GENAS consists of three elements: a database (DNADB) arranged from the EMBL nucleotide sequence data library, packaged application programs mainly offered from programs developed by Staden (5, 6, 7) and Zuker (8) , and a relational database management system ,which is called Adbis (1) . GENAS i3 now available openly for all investigator in any universities in Japan through N-1 network system (inter-university computer network system).
In this paper, the characteristics of GENAS are discribed.
GENAS
General scheme for the information flow in GENAS is shown in Fig. 1 . GENAS has two execution states: retrieving and displaying state and sequence manipulating state. In both states, the information which flows through the system is a set of "REFERENCE CODE" specifying nucleotide sequences. The "REFERENCE CODE" in a set, which can be produced by execution of each retrieval command, is a password to get informations stored in relational database.
. DATABASE DNADB
Nucleic Acid Sequence Library has been released by Greg Hamm and his colleagues at European Molecular Biology Laboratory. Release 2.0 has 811 entries and 11144H7 base pairs. We have constructed a relational database DNADB from the library. In Adbis, the relationships between entries and their 
APPLICATION PROGRAM
The package of application programs in GENAS (Table 1) is based on programs written by Staden (5, 6, 7) and Zuker (8) . And almost of them have been considerably modified to our system. The application program can be executed by entering the name of corresponding program in MOP command. 
COMMAND IN GENAS
The conversational data manipulation language of Adbis, called Tsuno, has two styles of command. One is based on Horn clause which is a subset of the language in first-order logic. The other is a traditional command language in information retrieval system. Although the latter is less than the former in data manipulation ability, the latter may be familiar to most of general users.
The commands of the information retrieval system in GENAS are shown in Table 2 . The "TERM" is the name of domain in data definition and "VALUE" is the user-specified value in retrieving. U3ing those commands lead to generating a set of "REFERENCE CODE", which is called the current set. It can be saved for future use. The name in n SET=NAME" in operand column is corresponding to a name of saved set. In all commands, if "SET=NAME" is omitted, the current set is assigned. If "TERM=VALUE" is omitted, user can use those commands as set manipulation commands against previously saved set. Meaning and example of those commands are given below. Table 2 Command in GENAS Command name
Operand (TERM=VALUE) (TERM=VALUE) (TERM=VALUE) (SET=NAME) (TERM=VALUE) (TERM=VALUE) (TERM=VALUE) (SET=NAME) (TERM=VALUE) (TERM=VALUE) (TERM=VALUE) (SET=NAME) (TERM=VALUE) (TERM=VALUE) (TERM=VALUE) (SET=NAME) TERM (TERM) (TERM) (SET=NAME) NAME TERM=VALUE (SPAN=VALUE) NONE Part enclosed by parentheses can be omitted FIND: This command newly produced the set of "REFERENCE CODE" satisfying the condition of "TERM=VALUE n in operand and displays the number of member in the set. If some "TERMzVALUE" operands are specified, user can obtain a set that satisfies all conditions in operand. If "SETrNAME" is specified, the set pointed out by NAME is defined as the current set. Domain in which "TERM=VALUE" can be used is KW, AU and ID in data definition (in Fig. 2 ) and KW domain most useful for retrieving, is constructed with the words cut down from DE, KW, RT and OS lines in EMBL data library .
AND:
This command searches the intersection between the set satisfied the condition of "TERM=VALUE" operand and the set assigned by "SET=NAME" operand. If "SET=NAME n operand is only specified, the intersection can be done between the current set which is obtained by previously command and the set assigned by "SET=NAME". For retrieving, domain in which AND command can be available is the same as that for FIND command.
OR: This command adds the members, which is specified by "TERM=VALUE n , to the set which is assigned by "SET=NAME", or the current set.
NOT:
Using this command substructs the members from the set which is assigned by "SETrNAME", or the current set.
DISP: This command displays the information of DEF(definition), BKbibliographic information) and NFTECnumber of feature table)
in the form of data definition (in Fig. 2 ) for the set which is assigned by "SET=NAME n , or the current set.
SAVE:
The current set can be stored by using this command. A defined name in this command should be used as the name in "SET=NAME n operand.
EXPAND: This command surveyes arround the value of the specified operand, and displays the postinformatlon of the number of element in a set. Range of expanded display is pointed by "SPAN=VALUE" operand. Using this command, user can easily search the information without a certain keyword. For example (see Fig.  3 Figure 3 . Example for retrieving commands AU=WEISSMAN? means that GEKAS searches for information of author whose name starts from "WEISSMAN". In the same manner, KW=ADENO? includes KW=ADENO, KW=ADENOVIRUS AND KW=ADENOVIRUSES. And a fullname of author is specified by a name enclosing by quotation mark i.e. AU='WEISSMAN S. M.•.
MOP: By using this command, the state is transfered to one that selected sequence can be analyzed by application programs mentioned above. In this mode (Fig. 4) , user can select one of application programs, and can specify a 3et saved previously, a current set and a private dataset in which his own sequence has been stored. And then, GENAS displays the ID (identification) code which member in the user-specified set, and sequences are optional. After that, a feature table related to the sequence is displayed and user can designate the position in the sequence which will be analyzed by application program. User can obtain the answer of analyzing with printer on plotter or display when all selection is performed.
EXAMPLE OF MANIPULATION OF THE GENAS INFORMATION
GENAS was designed for retrieving the nucleic acid sequence by various condition and set operation and performing various analysis of the data. As a simple example, the demonstrating example is the comparison of sequences which include replication origins, is given in Fig. 4 . The first step for the analysis is started by GENAS command. At the second step, the sequences which include the replication origin are searched up by using FIND command. Then the bibliographic informations related to replication origin can be seen by DISP command. Now, the current set has the member of "REFERENCE CODE" corresponding to replication origin.
In the third step, using MOP command, the state is transfered to the sequence manipulations one. In this state, the application program HOM0(9) that find the best match between two sequences, are optioned. These sequences are specified in the current set. One sequence (TBREP2 : circular closed minicircle from Tripanosoma Bruce I)(10) is specified with selected position (1-600). The other sequence (PET7X3 : part of the phage • CONCLUDING COMMENTS Our GENAS has some useful features, one of which is a retrieving feature. The powerful retrieving commands in the system easily allows us ,even molecular biologists having little experience of computer, to do complex search for any kind of information of sequence.
The second useful feature is variety of manipulation of sequences which are selected by retrieving command. In this system, many functional programs (Table 1) are available in MOP command, and can be easily used by simple input. Addition of a new program to this system is also easy, if necessary.
The third feature is that GENAS can be linked to N-1 network (inter university net work) in Japan. Investigators are easily able to access our system through telephon line, and their sequences can be rapidly analyzed together with sequences from EMBL data library.
The forth feature is that all commands are executed in conversational manner, so that investigators can do trial-and-error analysis on a terminal in their laboratories.
